
April 13, 2016 

RE: Pharmaceutical and Therapeutics (P & T) Committee Meeting  

 Dear P & T Committee members, 

Our mission is to ensure that individuals affected by hemophilia and related bleeding disorders have timely access to 

quality medical care, therapies and services, regardless of financial circumstances or place of residence. We are writing 

in advance of your April 21st P&T committee review of newly released drugs and changes to the drug combinations for 

hemophilia agents.  Specifically, we support the proposal to add three new anti-hemophilic agents to your 

recommended drug list, including the only approved therapy for Factor X deficiency.    

 Hemophilia and related bleeding disorders are rare, complex genetic conditions for which there are no known cures. 

Individuals often experience spontaneous and prolonged internal bleeding into the joints and soft tissues. To effectively 

manage these disorders, patients often require life-long infusions of clotting factor therapies that replace the missing or 

deficient blood proteins, thus preventing debilitating and life-threatening internal bleeding.  While today’s therapies are 

safer and more effective than ever, they are also costlier than other types of medication. For example, cost of treatment 

for a person with severe hemophilia can reach $250,000 per year or more.  Developing an inhibitor (i.e., an immune 

response to treatment) or other complications such as HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, chronic joint disease, or bleeding as a result 

of trauma or surgery can increase those costs to over $1 million.  

Clotting factor therapies are biological products either derived from human blood plasma or produced by using 

recombinant technology; there are no generic equivalents. Moreover, how clotting factor therapies are manufactured 

(i.e., recombinant or plasma-derived), purity, and half-life, among other factors, means that these therapies are neither 

pharmacologically nor therapeutically equivalent. In the case of rare clotting disorders, a single therapy may be the only 

option for an affected individual (see MASAC #240 regarding the recommended treatment for Factor X deficiency). 

Collectively, these characteristics make an individual’s response and tolerability for a specific product unique. For these 

reasons, MASAC recommends that individuals retain access to the full range of FDA-approved clotting factor products.  

 We recognize that the complexities involved in treating hemophilia and related bleeding disorders can result in high 

medical expenses for patients and payers. In addition, we are acutely aware that states need to balance budgets and are 

being forced to make difficult decisions on best to control costs. While the need to identify cost containment strategies 

is necessary, it is critical that such strategies not compromise continuity of care for those with complex medical 

conditions. We remain concerned about the potential impact of strategies like Preferred Drug Lists on patients’ timely 

access to life-saving therapies, and encourage the committee to continue progress toward ensuring that all FDA-

approved therapies are available to patients affected by bleeding disorders.  

On behalf of individuals in the State of Iowa affected by bleeding disorders, we urge you to continue the practice of 

allowing patient access to all FDA-approved therapies available to treat hemophilia and related bleeding disorders. In 

addition, we request including treatment options for rare deficiencies where there may be a single treatment option to 

the formulary.  Thank you for your consideration of our request. 


